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 General Information
Compact TO-Style Resistors are Low Cost
Token Electronics TO-Style power film heat sink mountable resistors, TO-220 and TO-247 Style
Packages, are designed for intermediate power applications and combines performance with an
economical price.
TO-220 Power Resistors, TO-247 Power Resistors RMG series are ultra-precision and high power
resistors encapsulated in the TO-220, TO-247 style power package. Power resistors are manufactured
in 20W, 30W, 35W, 50W and 100W. Resistance element is electrically insulated from metal heat sink
mounting tab. When properly mounted Token's RMG** TO220/TO247 packaged power resistors
provide up to 50/100 watts of steady state power. These very low inductance resistors are ideal for
many industrial applications: power supplies, power controls and inrush/bleeder resistors.
Non-Inductive Design for High Frequency Applications
Token's TO-Style Series satisfy demanding applications for accurate and stable power resistors housed
in the convenient TO-Style case. The resistance element is isolated from the mounting tab by an
alumina ceramic layer, providing very low thermal resistance and ensuring high insulation resistance
between terminals and tab.
These isolated resistor element are constructed and packaged in a high temperature plastic case with a
single screw metal tab for easy mounting to the heat sink. The non-inductive design makes these
products especially useful in high frequency and high speed pulse applications.
Pulse-Loading Applications as Snubber or Bleeder Resistors
Token's TO-Style resistors are designed for use in pulse-loading applications, as bleeder or snubber
resistors in switching power supplies, industrial power drives, medical, test equipment, high power
equipment such as uninterruptible power supplies (UPS), and other power distribution and power
conversion applications.
The Power Film Resistors use an optimized process of Token's thick film technology on an alumina
substrate to achieve tolerances as low as ± 0.5 %, and up to ± 10 %. The Non-Inductive design and
resistance values as low as 0.05 ohms are also ideal for current sensing applications.
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